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Covid-19 Measures and Safety Protocol 
Enduro World Series, Zermatt (CH) | TRAILLOVE | 27. – 30. August 2020 | V.1.1 
 
 
General 
 
With the current situation of Covid-19, the Swiss federal government has introduced several 
measures and ordinances (as of 17th July 2020):  
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Important: Please follow these prohibitions and obligations during your stay in Switzerland. These 
measures and ordinances will also be applied for the Enduro World Series in Zermatt and are a 
mandatory part for the safety protocol of the event. Further specific measures will be introduced on 
the next pages. 
 
You must observe the rules on hygiene and social distancing applicable in Switzerland. In public 
places such as restaurants, shops and museums, you must follow the rules set out in the applicable 
set of precautionary measures. This information will be provided on the premises. 
 
If you experience symptoms of illness after entering Switzerland, take them seriously and please 
consult the page on Isolation and quarantine and follow the instructions provided. This is the best 
way to protect yourself and your fellow human beings. 
 
 

Entering Switzerland 
 
Since mid-June, the number of new cases of coronavirus has been rising in Switzerland as infected 
persons have entered the country. As of July 6th, anyone entering Switzerland from a country or 
area with a high risk of infection is legally mandated to go into quarantine for ten days. A negative 
test result does not shorten the quarantine period. The list is updated regularly depending on the 
situation in foreign countries. 
 
The current list of the countries and can be found here: 
Mandatory quarantine for persons arriving in Switzerland 
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If you enter Switzerland having spent time in the past 14 days in a country or region where there is an 
increased risk of infection, you will have to do the following: 

- Upon arrival, go immediately to your home or to another suitable accommodation. 
- Stay there for 10 days from the day of your arrival without going out. Follow the instructions 

on quarantine. 
- Report your arrival to the cantonal authority responsible within two days. 
- Follow the instructions of the cantonal authority. 

 
Further information on entering Switzerland can be found here: 
Information for travellers 
 
 

Airports in Switzerland 
 
Air passengers from abroad may enter the country through the airports at Zurich, Geneva and Basel, 
and since 15 June also at regional airports. You will be provided with instructions on how to best 
protect yourself against becoming infected with the coronavirus. At Basel airport, you are required to 
wear a face mask in accordance with the regulations applicable in France. 
 
 

Public transport in Switzerland 
 
The wearing of masks has been compulsory on all forms of public transport including mountain 
railways and lifts in Zermatt since 6th July. 
 
 

Contact tracing in Switzerland: SwissCovid App 
 
Contact tracing is used to identify people who have been in close contact with people who have been 
infected with the coronavirus. The SwissCovid app supports this process: it establishes whether we 
have been in close physical contact with someone who is infected. That way, we can break the chains 
of transmission. 
 
We recommend to use the SwissCovid App during your stay in Switzerland, more information here: 
SwissCovid App 
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Safety Protocol: Traillove – Alpine Mountain Bike Festival and EWS Zermatt 
 

1. General requirements 
 

a. The FOPH's hygiene regulations always apply. In particular, before and after 
training/competition to wash or disinfect hands. 

b. The minimum distance of 1.5 meters is to be kept if possible. 
c. Persons with symptoms of illness stay at home or isolate themselves and contact their 

family doctor. The same applies to people with patients in the immediate vicinity who have 
tested positive for Covid-19. 

d. If a person who has been involved in an activity in a group has tested positive for Covid-19, 
inform them immediately the person(s) responsible (see point 2.f.) 

e. In order to follow up close contacts of infected persons, contact lists (name, first name, 
telephone number or e-mail) need to be collected including all participants of the event (e.g. 
athletes, team staff, media, volunteers). These lists will be kept for 14 days and must be 
identified to the health authorities upon request. Close contact is defined as contact that lasts 
longer (>15 minutes) or repeatedly falling below a distance of 1.5 meters without taking 
protective measures. 

f. A person responsible for ensuring compliance with the applicable framework conditions will 
be designated and can be contacted in case of uncertainties and questions. 

 
2. Responsibilities 

 
a. The Covid-19 responsible person (see point 1.f.) ensures that he/she is informed of the 

contact details of all participants. 
b. He/she will document each course with the following information: Participants, date, time, 

place or route taken and any special events. 
c. He/she willl explicitly draw the participants' attention to the existing guidelines and shall be 

responsible for responsible for their implementation. 
 

3. Additional measures EWS Zermatt 
 

a. Athlete Registration 
- Riders will be given time slots to attend athlete registration in order to keep queuing 

to a minimum  
- Riders stay 2 meters apart from each other and event staff during athlete 

registration 
 

b. Team Zone / Tech Zone 
- The team and tech zone can only be accessed by registered staff or riders and is not 

open to public. The area will be fenced off with only one official entrance available. 
- Registration with a list by the entrance will be conducted, authorization with specific 

wristbands for access. 
- Hand sanitizing stations will be available by the entrance 
- Distance of 2 meters must be kept within the zone 
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c. Course and Race Protocols: 
- Riders start the race one by one or in a group of maximum three people 
- Riders will be queued at 2 meter gaps during roll out and at all stage start queues 
- Riders must report to race start 5 minutes earlier than normal in order to collect 

their timing chips 
- Face masks must be worn on all transport (gondolas, trains) 
- Hand sanitizing stations will be available throughout the event and race area 
- Face masks must be worn by all staff and riders if the social distancing rules can not 

be maintained 
 

d. Timing  
- All timing chips will be disinfected prior to race start 
- Riders must put on their own timing chips - timing staff must not put a timing chip on 

a rider 
- individual special stage start time stickers will not be produced. Riders must record 

their own start times from the digital start lists produced prior to the Race Start 
 

e. Feedzones 
- There will be no food available at food stations and all riders must provide their own 

waterbottles/bladders for refill themselves at water stations. Shared food areas will not 
be available. 

 
f. Awards Ceremony Protocol 

- The awards ceremony will be held in a specific indoor location and only be limited to 
a maximum of 100 people attending. 

- A list of all participants of the awards ceremony will be conducted by the entrance, 
authorization with specific wristbands for access. 

- The awards ceremony is not open to public. 
- Face masks must be worn when entering the location and during the awards 

ceremony. 
- Podium steps will be placed 2m apart. 
- Trophies or medals will be placed on a table and athletes must collect their own 

trophies during the award ceremony  
- The event announcer must remain 2 meters from all athletes at all times during the 

awards ceremony 
 

g. Media 
 

- All Video/TV interviews carried out by accredited media must take place from a 
minimum of 2 meters 

- No interviews by the event MC will be carried out at roll out 
- No lapel mics can be used by any media on any athlete or staff member 
- A maximum of 20 core media including Official Team and EWS production crew will 

be provided media accreditation 
- A maximum of 10 accredited media will be allowed to enter the media room at any 

one time 
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- 2 meters must be given between work stations in the media room 
- 2 meters must be given between accredited media filming/photographing the 

awards ceremony 
- Face masks must be worn by all media in the media room and on media shuttles, 

gondolas, trains 
- All accredited media must use hand sanitizer upon entering and departing the media 

room 
 

h. Public and Fans 
- No fan sites will be provided at any point on the race course 
- No public maps of the course will be available onsite 
- No public will be allowed access to the awards ceremony or race start 

 
 

4. Additional measures Location Partners and Side Events 
 

a. Partner Locations 
- The "General requirements" listed under point 1 apply. 
- Every partner location is responsible for their own safety protocol. 
- Additional events in partner locations need to be coordinated with the organizers. 

Safety measures must be taken by the locations. 
 

b. Side Events 
- The "General requirements" listed under point 1 apply. 
- Side events are restricted to less than 300 participants. 
- All participants must be registered on a list with name, first name, e-mail and phone 

number. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Safety protocol is subject to alterations, additional information following soon. 

 
Zermatt, 19th August 2020, mj 


